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shirts shuffle past. Abe taps his left palm with a Bic held like a
drumstick. His pear face slouches over his egg body and he wishes the shirts
would disappear. Hardbound menus hide behind overripe Polyanthus trumpets, nervous drums fill murmuring gaps in conversation—broadcast from
above in speakers accompanied by security cameras, and each new shirt is
entered in a chart between the menus and the cash register. Not that anyone
proffers cash. The job is to get the shirts to the tables, press the alert button
so solids and liquids will follow in the form of a black clad server. Abe’s rent
is due.
“Hey I haven’t introduced us. Rigo. I was kind of waiting to see if
you’d last all week.” Abe twists at the sudden noise, tripping slightly over
unpolished highschool marching band Dinkles. He needs to have bought new
shoes. A smile stands behind the bar half offering a hand. Abe stutters his
name.
There is talk of career plans. Broadcast journalism may pay, but the
college major doesn’t. Bachelor’s-less Abe is a victim of a collapsed economy,
a failed stimulus package, a round, hairless face with pout lips and tight black
curls to top. He expresses gratitude for his position.
Rigo is about to graduate with a piece of paper and a headful of advertising
jingles. He is flashing translucent white, perfectly square teeth for every
pretty woman and ugly man. Abe wonders how much it costs to wear a
mouthful of quartz crystals. He wobbles closer as the conversation progresses,
seeking an ally. Boasting about the designers of his clothes turns out not
to be one of Rigo’s pastimes. Boasting about his job-to-be in Chicago is.
Abe with his eyes follows the salt-colored teeth joking with the brick-colored
dishwashers en Español.
French seems like a romantic choice. As long as it had no practical purpose, he thinks. Smoothie phrases ma cher, je t’aime, ma petite amour flip
like flashcards across the tense airspace of a romantic dinner. Candle wax
drips onto the satin tablecloth. The crème brulée is stale. Across the table a
vague dress and foggy plume of hair slumps in disappointment and vanishes
slowly, as though a special effect, vintage superimposition. Abe thinks, Chou
fou! Hanging a smile from his cheekbones, he looks at the chart and table,
adds the total customers served in each section, tries to decide what superior
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proportion goes to senior wait staff.
Arriving at home Abe finds three messages on his answering machine.
He thanks this anachronism for screening his calls. Neither solicitors nor
debt collectors are answered. He changes the tape weekly to remove forensic
evidence of erasure. He jokes to himself that he is the largest consumer of
magnetic recording tapes in the state. Major credit card companies have
already turned his case over to spoon-tongued men with decades of cheap
cigarettes rattling through their demands. He has been turning easy money
into a hard night’s sleep. The mattress is stained with nightly nightmares
and perspiration that wards them away. Running demands more cooling
than the surface of his body can achieve, even in a dream.
He drops an octagonal plastic takeaway box onto the kitchen counter next
to a box of Mini-Wheats. In the bathroom mirror he zips up and catches
himself blinking at bags under his eyes. The room is trying to slide into the
background. He reaches quickly up to the socket where a an electric shaver is
plugged and pulls the chain. In the dark the doorknob is a familiar distance.
A folding chair pulled across the narrow pine floorboards allows an uncomfortably low vantage from which to type at an announcement. Formatting
for teleprompter is not difficult but, needing to be done by the next morning,
a necessary tedium. Only cats are awake at the hour he lays himself down
on the jersey sheets on the sweaty mattress on the precarious bed where he
dreams of his mother and father scolding him at the same time for different
misbehaviors.
“HiMomgoodmorning. Yeah sorry. No I had a late —. Homework, Mom.
She did? We have different majors, Mom. Broadcast Journalism; it’s when
—. I think the camera likes me,” he lies, on the telephone next morning,
“It’s really important to tell people the news.” Abe finds his one-sided conversations with the camera the most comfortable of his life. He feels like a
serious person, like he should be taken seriously. The camera cannot react
with surprise or disdain or laughter or fondness or shock or gratitude. Sometimes he can see his reflection contentedly jabbering back at him deep inside
the dark glass.
“TeeVee journalism, Mom. Uh-huh. ‘Tag Lines, Sound Bites, and FactOids’ with Prof. Nostromo. That is too his real name. Yes. Yeah, Mom.
Listen, I have to go,” he says at as urgent a timbre as he dares. “ ‘Recent advances in Oligochaete Horticulture.’ No it does not. Mom —” he trails
off, glances at the runny yolks congealing on the counter. “A professor
measuredhowmuchdirtwormseatinaweek. Depending on conditions. Yes. Well,
Communications doesn’t have a lot of career-specific —” he hesitates, the
telephone cord too short for his hand to reach the toaster lever even with his
scuffed secondhand wingtips.
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“I’m so sorry, but. . . yeah, I really have to, I mean, andIneedtoeatbreakfast.
How much do you think Katie Couric makes? Don’t worry about it so much.
Mom, Ireallyhavetogo Ihavealecture. My Toaster Strudel is up, didn’t you
hear it?” Soon he tries to scrape the last cool yellow smudge from his plate
with tepid Wonderbread.
At work he chats up anyone willing to gossip his reputation well and placate those who brush their eyes sideways at his waist as they maneuver from
the drink station around behind the maı̂tre d’ desk and up to the elevated
lounge with its faux-marble café tables. An hour after open the wait is again
as long. Cabs get called and takeout orders multiply. The servers swing
smoothly through his field of vision. They are dressed in black and he imagines them to be ninjas. He envisions them at an elite training academy hidden
in the Appalachan Mountains somewhere, possibly in Vermont. Briefly he
regrets never traveling to the Northeast. The ninja servers learn to carry and
pivot and balance and tick down the needs and proper service orders for a
dozen shirts, or more. Abe jokes, is the version of himself he thinks makes
him a team player. He gently ribs. He is impressed by tips. He is deferential
when the shirts come through the door and asks them to come back when
they leave, bulging slightly more.
He makes assignment mistakes. Poor servers are overwhelmed. Senior
servers are undersat. There are no rules anyone has told him about how
to seat. Rota only work when all customers, servers, and tables are equal.
Rigo smiles a demand for more customers at bar adjacent tables. The jokes
he makes amuse the hosts, all tiny women he desires. He believes they do
not want jolly fat boyfriends. He cannot help but be warm, amusing, and
sexless. Late in the evening he stares at the flecked black marble countertop
of the bar. He nurses a virgin Mai Tai because Rigo doesn’t care if he is fired,
but does if he is fined. Florescence is refracted by flaws, or rather veins, of
cupric alloys near the glassy surface, like gold dust. Shining dirt. He tries
to keep his eyes still until tunnel vision sets in, and only the deep space big
bang computer animation sparkling of the scintillating black flows into his
retinas. He is swaying gently, puffing slow breaths. Everyone commiserates:
how boring is the tail end of business.
Earlier the manager spoke at him in the intersection between kitchen and
dish. He had been drinking Pepsi through a straw, filling his eyes with the
bustle of latino dishwashers, handymen all, and smelling the woks and the
faint cold odor of vegetables chopped for sushi rolls. As he turned toward
the swinging door to the sales floor Soon Banyuan appeared in a floral print
dress and gold bangle earrings with rings on her middle and third fingers,
gesticulating impatiently, her hands curling and uncurling. Abe stared at
her black twitching mandibles. Her brittle squeak bored into his face as her
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antennae turned slowly, monitoring the mood. Her chitinous exoskull and
dead gemlike eyes gazing at him on behalf of a phylogenetically alien brain.
For a moment her arms loomed like the sawblades of a praying mantis, eyes
bulged apart hammerhead fashion, green chitin flashing in the flourescent
sud-scented dishroom mist. But then he saw, blinking, she had only human
arms after all, and her head was merely a cricket head.
Attrition for new hires runs anywhere from half to all in the first two
weeks, if you ask anyone. Abe does. Shayna with her hair the texture of
a costume shop wig, neither curly nor straight nor wavy, claims her hot
curlers are broken and the cohort of three hired along with her have all
disappeared. She counts her tips into separate piles: rent, BlackBerry, dog
biscuits, internet, Starbucks, farmer’s market, booze. She recounts with
her fingers dividing a loose pile of creased bills into neat, proportionately
valuable stacks, how the only cause anyone remembers is the busboy-cumserver Marcus (or Manuel, by some accounts) who was tossed in the middle
of dinner rush for breaking glass over an ice bin. Sometimes as Abe arrives
young women in a server’s all black uniform squint red-eyed as they leave, an
inexpensive sneaker, visible tattoo, or stylelessly cut blouse the only clue as
to their identity. Soon regularly requires Abe to contact certain hires to “wait
for her call”. He does not inform them that she sees hundreds of telephone
button pads at once whenever she sees one at all; she cannot dial these girls.
Perfection is in the compound eye of the beholder, and its conditions are as
closely guarded a secret as the finances of the restaurant, which has been
widely believed to be failing for, as far as anyone who will talk knows, the
last four or five years. Abe looks forward to his answering machine’s silence
on the weekend.
No creditors’ robodials are reported by the recording device as Abe plops
like an oversized ham into the couch cushions and struggles to remove the
double knots from his black leatherette shoes and shove them off the heels
of his swolen feet. He curses as his left sole bounces off the keyboard of
his laptop. Again as his right thumbnail scratches his right heel, laddering
ancient Prom socks. He sighs and pulls up a spreadsheet. He climbs to his
feet bellybutton first. Wallet in one hand and receiver in the other he uses
a series of presses to pay interest on the Club Med card Great Uncle Gavin
slipped into his stocking two years ago as an “early graduation present”. Abe
briefly wonders whether there is an accounting troll deep in the Club Med
corporate headquarters who questions why Imelda Gutefleisch switched from
shopping on QVC to Wal-Mart. Abe sighs as the spreadsheet reports he can
spend one hundred and thirty-three dollars and twenty-five cents in the next
thirteen days. The first of the month is ten days away. Offering up a prayer
to the soul of Henry David Thoreau, he sits back on the couch and stares
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